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Mayor Hoffman called the regular City Council meeting to order at 6:00 p.m. on September 
11, 2012, in the City Council Chambers, 380 A Avenue.  
Present: Mayor Hoffman, Councilors Kehoe, Jordan, Moncrieff, Olson, and Tierney 
Excused: Councilor Gudman 
Staff Present: David Donaldson, City Manager; Jordan Wheeler, Assistant to the City 

Manager; David Powell, City Attorney; Jane McGarvin, Deputy City 
Recorder; Susan Millhauser, Sustainability Coordinator; Denny Egner, 
Assistant Planning Director; Laura Weigel, Associate Planner; Sarah Selden, 
Associate Planner; Ursula Euler, Finance Director 

Consultants Present:  Todd Chase, FCS Group; Tom Brennan, 50-Plus Advisory Board and 
Citizens’ Advisory Committee; Bill Gaar, representing Natural Resources 
Advisory Board on the Citizens’ Advisory Committee, and Planning 
Commission Chair 

  

Council observed a moment of silence to remember the events of September 11, 2011. 

3. PRESENTATIONS 
3.1 Sustainability Update 
Ms. Millhauser provided a quarterly sustainability update on energy efficiency grant projects, the 
solarized West Linn-Lake Oswego project, electric vehicle charging, recycling events, education 
outreach, and other ongoing and upcoming projects. The City received a three-year federal energy 
block grant in 2009; staff just wrapped up the projects in mid-August and are completing some of 
the final tallying and reporting. Seven projects were identified, both internal and external; they have 
all been very successful. She will prepare a written report with more detail. One project has been 
retrofitting 56 outdoor lights at several City facilities with much more efficient LEDs. The LEDs are 
dark sky compliant and cast better light. Mr. Harris in the Operations Division led this effort, 
working with Mr. Murphy, the City electrician. The City anticipates 60% savings, $1000 per year, 
with overall savings of $23,000 for the 15-year life of the bulbs. There will also be decreased staff 
maintenance time. 

The City was able to partner with two other organizations to deliver two grant projects, Energy 
Efficiency on Main Street. They worked with Clackamas County Main Street to do outreach and 
provide technical assistance and rebates to businesses in Lake Grove and downtown to do energy 
efficiency retrofits. Nine businesses participated; they received almost $7,000 in rebates and 
additional incentives from Energy Trust. There will be about 100,000 kwh of savings annually, and 
$7,000 to each of the nine businesses. There was a good split between downtown and Lake 
Grove.  

Clean Energy Works, by Clean Energy Works Oregon, is another program the City was able to 
partner with. They provide a free three hour home performance audit and additional incentives. 
With their grant, Lake Oswego was able to add another $500 to qualified projects when they were 
completed. That leveraged about $630,000 that were spent on energy efficiency retrofits in Lake 
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Oswego. Part of the goal of the program is not only to help people retrofit older homes, but to 
provide jobs. It has been very successful. People also have the option to finance their retrofit 
through utility billing.  

Other energy block grant projects include energy monitoring and greenhouse gas inventory. The 
City has been working on the solarized West Linn-Lake Oswego program. This is a community 
driven project, with a committee made up of residents from both towns. They have hired a 
contractor to do solar installations in the two communities for a limited time. Homeowners are able 
to take advantage of that bulk purchasing to lower the cost of the solar electric and solar hot water 
installations. The City supported the program by helping with education and outreach and providing 
space for workshop events; they were able to work off a grant that came through Clackamas 
County to leverage some time. This is an excellent time to pursue solar, for anyone who has 
thought of doing it.  

There are now two electric vehicle charging stations installed downtown in the old Lacey’s parking 
lot at First and B. ECOtality had received federal energy grant funds to install charging stations in 
five states. The City owns the units; ECOtality installed them at no cost to the City. At the end of a 
year, the City can take them down or relocate them. They are getting quite a bit of usage. There is 
a website showing charging station locations in the Metro area. 

Community recycling events have included a community cleanup day last June where the City 
partnered with Allied, Green Century Electronics, Community Warehouse, Community Cycling 
Center, and Metro. They collected 25 tons of waste; about 86% was recovered for recycling. 

Community Shred Day is coming up on October 20; the City works with EnviroShred Northwest. 
The Sustainability Team also has been doing education and outreach; Sustainability Action Month 
was in May. The team is working on a program called “100 Mile Challenge.” People track trips not 
done via car but via an alternative and are entered to win prizes if they log more than 100 miles per 
month.  

The Sustainability Team is working on the update for the Sustainability Plan; it has been working 
on policy development around the Comprehensive Plan. The Sustainability Advisory Board will be 
doing strategic planning, providing feedback on the Comprehensive Plan, and helping to develop a 
green building policy for City facilities. They have time scheduled with Council at the end of 
November for a study session. 

Councilor Jordan asked if getting rid of phosphorus was still a priority. Ms. Millhauser 
indicated she would want to discuss that with David Gilbey, the water quality specialist.  
4. STUDY SESSION 
4.1 Forecasts for Households and Job 
Mr. Egner indicated that Mr. Chase had helped the City with its population and employment 
forecasts. Metro is in the process of updating some of its forecasts. The City has done its own 
forecasts for population, households, and employment; those were included as part of the 
economic opportunities analysis and the housing needs analysis. The reason the forecasts are 
done is to assure the City has enough land zoned for the proper uses. Metro does parallel 
forecasts, for the medium and long term and for transportation and utility analysis. The medium 
term forecast indicates 3500-3800 new households from 2010-2035. In terms of jobs, there will be 
about 5000 new jobs in the same timeframe. The City recently reduced Metro’s employment 
forecast for 2035 by about 2000 jobs to better match the City’s forecast. They did that by talking to 
Clackamas County, which allocated the jobs to other jurisdictions. Most of the employment growth 
is going to occur through redevelopment. 
Under Title I, Metro has required since 2010 that the City not reduce its housing capacity. This 
helps Metro assure that they have housing capacity within the region that they can use to justify a 
fairly tight urban growth boundary. Having capacity in the City provides housing choice and 
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potentially keeps land values a little lower. Having capacity helps the region by reducing a need to 
add land to the Urban Growth Boundary (UGB), particularly land in Stafford. The forecasts are 
within the Urban Services Boundary (USB). Due to large lot size in the City, the forecasts may 
overestimate the capacity the City has at buildout. 
Mr. Chase is a planner and economist with FCS Group and a 20-year Lake Oswego resident; he 
was formerly planning manager at OTAK. In the last 20 years, Lake Oswego has seen Westlake 
built out, and Kruse Way approach build out. Lake Oswego is now down to smaller parcels for 
development, which could accommodate about 500 single family homes on vacant land. In addition 
to that, there are part-vacant parcels, which are lots which could be partitioned without a zoning 
change; this could accommodate about another 1700 units. Beyond that, Lake Oswego has 
additional potential for redevelopment. It has a very convenient location. If land is available, 
properly zoned, and has infrastructure, it is likely to be developed over the next 20 years. The 
region is expected to add about 288,000 housing units over the next 25 years according to the 
latest Metro forecast. Currently Lake Oswego has about 3% of the tri-county’s households and 
about 2.6% of the jobs. The capture rate that the forecasts assume with about 3560 new 
households is about 1.2% of the growth over 25 years; this is significantly down from what the City 
has been able to capture. The capture rate on job growth is actually higher: 5.1% compared to 
2.6%. When FCS did some work for Lake Oswego a couple of years ago, they looked at AAA-rated 
communities around the country. At that time, Lake Oswego had a relatively low jobs:housing ratio 
compared to many of the other communities FCS looked at, even with Kruse Way. Anything that 
can be done to rectify that imbalance is probably a good strategy. It also results in increased 
assessed value, which takes some of the pressure off the residential community.   
Kruse Way is a powerhouse in terms of assessed value. FCS looked at all the different 
employment areas in Clackamas County and they found that it is about $3 million per acre of 
assessed value on average currently in Kruse Way. That’s about twice the average home in Lake 
Oswego per acre. If the forecasts can be accommodated through good planning, it would make 
sense. With long term forecasting, it’s appropriate to aim a little higher than where you expect to 
be. These forecasts seem like Lake Oswego could accommodate both the housing and the jobs 
through vacant land and redevelopment. 
Councilor Olson asked why the City gave 2000 jobs to Clackamas County, in view of Mr. Chase’s 
remarks. 
Mr. Chase indicated that it was not that those jobs couldn’t occur; it was that if the City assumed 
those jobs would occur, there would be implications with regard to extra traffic. It could result in 
premature roadway widening or other kinds of transportation mitigation. It gets rolled into the traffic 
analysis. With the increased capture rate, he believes the City is still being aggressive in terms of 
job growth. 
Mr. Egner indicated that the job growth was related to specific neighborhoods, and staff needed to 
analyze whether a given job growth figure was really likely in a particular neighborhood. Metro’s 
computer model finds Lake Oswego very attractive for both jobs and housing. 
Councilor Olson asked how many of the jobs were put in Foothills. 
Mr. Egner indicated only a very small number were allocated to Foothills; he doesn’t believe the 
job numbers for Foothills were changed, although the type of job was changed. There are not very 
many jobs there right now. There is not a great deal of capacity for industrial development, and 
there is not a lot of industrial development forecast regionwide. There is some assumption that the 
types of jobs that will occur there are retail, office, or service related.  
Councilor Olson indicated she thought the numbers should come to Council for review and 
approval before they go to Metro, since they were likely to be included in the Comprehensive Plan. 
Mr. Egner indicated that the next steps would be that the numbers go to Metro Technical Advisory 
Committee, then to the Metro Policy Advisory Committee (MPAC) and then to Metro Council. 
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Councilor Olson indicated that didn’t sound like the numbers go to Planning Commission CAC or 
City Council. 
Mr. Egner indicated that they only come to Council in the way they are under discussion tonight or 
by trying to coordinate Metro forecasts with City forecasts. 
Councilors Olson and Kehoe indicated they would like to see staff’s numbers before they go to 
Metro. These numbers drive a lot of the decisions that the City makes. They influence the 
Transportation System Plan (TSP), the Comprehensive Plan, the budget, and everything the City 
does going forward. Councilor Olson would like to review them first, including the methodology 
and the thinking. 
Mr. Chase indicated that the advantage of having a lot of vacant inventory at Kruse Way will take 
some of the heat off the City for the next five years in terms of what the City needs to do right 
away. The vacant building stock in Lake Oswego could accommodate close to 2000 jobs, between 
what’s in Kruse Way, the new Wal-Mart, and others. In addition, to have some policies on home-
based workers and make sure that the City can accommodate a good portion of the jobs at home 
without any major impact to neighborhoods would be a good discussion during the Comprehensive 
Plan. Some communities are trying to be more proactive in that area. Hood River is trying to build 
their home-based work force and then have those people graduate into a flex building or a Class B 
building and move on. There are other strategies with regard to the redevelopment potential. A 
good portion of the jobs will have to be through redevelopment. Lake Oswego has about 20 acres 
of vacant lands. It needs to make sure zoning is highest and best use, perhaps with incentives for 
building parking structures. There are a few remaining sites along Kruse Way that might develop 
with structured parking and be at the height and density where the City can prevent additional 
redevelopment being required around neighborhoods. If Lake Oswego can do those things in 
selected locations served by transit, it will be compatible with existing neighborhoods.  
Councilor Tierney asked if Mr. Chase was familiar with the actions Council took in and around the 
southwest employment area around Pilkington and Boones Ferry. 
Mr. Egner indicated that sort of thing was a step in the right direction. 
Commissioner Gaar indicated he didn’t think Planning Commission had seen current numbers, 
but it was a concern of theirs because the numbers are driving the decisions for the 
Comprehensive Plan.  
Councilor Moncrieff indicated that the CAC spent a lot of time on the forecast numbers; there was 
a work group that included planning commissioners. She believes the Planning Commission has 
also seen the City’s numbers. 
Mr. Egner indicated that the Planning Commission had found the City’s numbers to be reasonable. 
Councilor Olson indicated she would like to see the forecast and the Metro Transportation 
Analysis Zones (TAZ) maps. 
Councilor Moncrieff indicated she was very comfortable with the numbers in the Lake Oswego 
City forecast and the methodology used. The forecast affects plans for related infrastructure.  
Councilor Olson indicated that because the Comprehensive Plan sets policy for everything for the 
next 25 years, she thinks Council should have some say over what these very important numbers 
are that are sent to Metro. She doesn’t want a private study session; she believes it is Council’s 
responsibility to review and approve the numbers. 
Mayor Hoffman indicated he wanted to get a sense of how all the Councilors felt about the need 
to review the data, and how much time it might take.  
Councilor Jordan indicated she would be happy to include approval of the numbers as a consent 
agenda item in the future, but she is comfortable with the quality of staff’s work and does not see a 
need for Council to verify their conclusions. 
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Councilor Kehoe indicated he would have a better sense of the time it would take after he could 
look at the numbers. 
Councilor Tierney indicated that reviewing the data would be a reasonable thing to do, and 
assuming that it is straightforward and doesn’t raise any red flags, it shouldn’t take a lot of time.  
Councilor Jordan suggested putting it on as a consent agenda item so that councilors could 
review it, and pull it for further discussion if necessary. 
Councilor Kehoe indicated he thought the numbers were important, since they could drive 
important decisions. He believes Council should know what is going on in the numbers. 
Mr. Egner indicated the forecast was based on current zoning and current capacity. The forecasts 
are done in a way that assigns certain types of jobs and housing to different areas.  
Mayor Hoffman indicated that all the numbers represent is a snapshot of the Lake Oswego area. 
Councilor Kehoe indicated that he believes the City has been growing population at about 0.3% 
for the last ten years. 
Mr. Egner indicated that was correct, and about .72% in households. Average household size is 
falling. 
Councilor Jordan noted that accessory or secondary dwelling units (SDUs) would count in their 
ability to add housing in areas; this could be allowed without a change in zoning. This would add to 
population and residential households without expanding and partitioning. Councilor Collette 
discussed the brownfield map and overlays Metro has done; there is quite a bit of it in Lake 
Oswego. She assumes that Foothills and the far southwest are primary places where employment 
could be added without changing zoning. There wouldn’t be industrial jobs. 
Mr. Egner indicated that what he thought the brownfield study was getting at was the constraints 
on redevelopment of some of those properties that may need help to make them marketable. 
There are sites that will be more expensive to develop than the general market will want.  
Councilor Jordan indicated that she thought the idea behind it was that while it will be more 
expensive than to develop virgin land, it is worthwhile to put a public/private partnership together to 
make it happen, because the infrastructure is already there and it would add back to the property 
valuation if it can be rehabilitated. People think about adding a lot more houses, and that’s really 
not what this is about. It’s trying to find places where we can add more commercial property and 
add more jobs. 
Mr. Chase indicated that when communities get forecasts like this, they tend to either be passive 
about policy planning, supportive, or active. A passive approach would be to zone it and sit back. A 
supportive approach is more focused on where people would like to see job growth occur, or to 
make sure that accessory dwelling units are fostered without doing wholesale changes. A more 
proactive approach is to do public/private development on a deal-by-deal basis. Zoning does not 
need to be changed to achieve these growth forecasts.  
Councilor Moncrieff noted that the draft Comprehensive Plan does not call for upzoning. Page 4 
of the staff report makes it clear the City has existing capacity to more than accommodate all of the 
forecasted numbers. With current zoning, the City is only at 64% or 68% of capacity. These 
numbers are not driving any zoning changes or increased density. 
Councilor Olson referred to page 3 of the staff report where it mentions that one of Lake 
Oswego’s TAZ numbers includes a portion of Tualatin’s commercial area near I-205. She 
wondered if that should be I-5 instead of I-205.  Mr. Egner confirmed that it should be I-5.  
Councilor Olson asked if the things mentioned to increase employment, which includes building 
home-based businesses, housing over offices, and building more structured parking, are all 
currently allowed in the Comprehensive Plan. 
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Mr. Chase indicated that there are a lot of mixed use zones which allow that to occur, but if some 
incentives could be developed, that would be helpful. 
Mayor Hoffman asked if the numbers factored in things like Lake Grove Village, the Lake Grove 
urban renewal, or the potential Library North Anchor project. 
Mr. Chase indicated it was really independent. If there is an urban renewal district, Metro assigns a 
bonus that puts additional housing units in that area. Downtown got a boost in housing units 
because of the urban renewal area. The Lake Grove urban renewal district isn’t on their map at this 
time. 
Mayor Hoffman noted that the next step would be to look at the data that supports the report. It 
will be scheduled either for a study session or for the consent agenda. If Council receives the 
numbers two weeks in advance of the meeting, which will give everyone time to go over it and get 
questions answered in advance of the meeting. 
Mr. Egner indicated that he thought he would be able to get the data to Council the following week. 
4.2 Comprehensive Plan, Complete Neighborhoods and Housing 
Ms. Selden indicated that this evening provides an opportunity for Council to raise any questions, 
provide feedback, and identify anything that needs to be addressed before the public hearing on 
November 20. The goals and policies in this chapter update Goal 10, the housing goal of the 
existing comprehensive plan. It breaks it down into four main topic areas: housing location and 
quality, housing choice, housing affordability, and complete neighborhoods.  
It is a three year planning process to update the Plan. During the first year, staff did extensive 
public outreach to develop the community vision, which provides the framework. From there, staff 
worked on updating goals and policies; that is where staff is currently. Since the start of the 
process, there have been 135 opportunities at community events, open houses, board and 
commission meetings, community meetings, questionnaires, surveys, citizen advisory committee 
meetings, and special topic work group meetings. There has been total participation of about 2800. 
Once goals and policies have been updated, it will move into the action planning phase, which is 
figuring out how the goals and policies should be implemented and then moving into the work, 
making sure benchmarks are reached and checking in with the Council on an annual basis. The 
process of doing the update is an iterative process: gathering input, drafting updates, reviewing 
and changing them, going back and forth between the different groups. The preliminary Council 
hearing was built in to hear from the Council and the community.  
There are three key things in terms of the framework that are being looked at for updating the 
housing goals and policies. The community vision is one. Existing City planning documents are a 
second item; staff starts with the existing Comprehensive Plan. The third thing is the statewide 
planning goal, which is one of the requirements for the periodic review process. The statewide 
planning goal requires that staff figure out what the community’s housing needs are for the next 
twenty years. Staff has reviewed the housing needs analysis, at the existing conditions for housing 
and land, the trends for housing, and making sure there’s enough housing to accommodate the 
projected population. Staff also needs to ensure the City has the right zoning to accommodate a 
range of housing types. The state requires that the City provide opportunities to provide housing for 
a range of income levels.  
Mr. Gaar indicated that the vision has been a process of the CAC reaching out through community 
events, with people on the CAC who are vested in the community. A number of community leaders 
are vested in the process. They are not beholden to consulting groups or Metro; they are beholden 
to the community vision that comes out of CAC, their feeling, and the constituents they represent. 
The process comes from the community, from people who are very independent minded, and who 
listen to public comment. The vision is where the CAC starts, and they believe the Comprehensive 
Plan meets the vision. 
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Mr. Brennan indicated that the CAC also gets a lot of feedback from the Boards and 
Commissions. He became aware of the need for housing alternatives to the single family residence 
when he was faced with the issue of housing for his mother-in-law a few years ago. She was a 
widow with multiple health problems who was no longer able to live independently. He and his wife 
had a small studio apartment which required updating and expansion. At the time it seemed 
difficult to do, and they learned that was because it was conditional use. When he began work on 
the housing needs analysis, he learned what an accomplishment it really was to complete updating 
and expanding the apartment. Part of the housing analysis included a look back at the percentages 
of Secondary Dwelling Units (SDUs) built over a five year period. He was shocked to learn that 
only two accessory dwelling units were built in five years. Lake Oswego has an aging population. 
Other trends were identified in the housing needs analysis. Household size is shrinking, and more 
seniors wish to stay in their own communities and neighborhoods. There is also a strong desire to 
attract more households with school-age children.  
There are a variety of housing opportunities and constraints discovered in looking at the housing 
future in Lake Oswego over the next twenty years. There is a shortage of buildable residential land; 
they identified 613 acres total. The underutilization of alternative housing options such as SDUs, 
cottage housing, multifamily units, etc. is combined with the expanding and outsize aging 
population. The housing needs analysis identified some housing trends. Median house prices are 
down considerably. Of new dwellings since 2000, about 65% are apartments and condos in some 
kind of multiplex or duplex and attached single family residences. The analysis identified a 
preference for smaller and lower maintenance homes in walkable areas. He believes that the 
Comprehensive Plan Complete Housing and Neighborhoods section responds to the changing 
housing needs. The CAC sought to accommodate the needs of an aging population, respond to 
evolving housing preferences for smaller homes and lots that are easier and less costly to 
maintain, and located where residents can walk, bike, and take transit. 
Mr. Gaar indicated that location and quality have been a hot topic for people coming before the 
CAC and the Planning Commission. In discussions with the CAC, there has been a desire to 
preserve the character of existing neighborhoods without higher density housing in existing 
neighborhoods. There is an opportunity at the goal level to create opportunities for private 
landowners to develop their properties for mixed use and increased density along transportation 
corridors such as Kruse Way. The idea is to promote mixed use in and near commercial districts. 
That is what the conversation is at the CAC and the Planning Commission. The Planning 
Commission will be asking Council to return this to the Planning Commission for a change in the 
language and a discussion of existing language. At the policy level, the CAC would like to focus on 
creating the opportunity for mixed use and getting rid of restrictions. The Planning Commission is 
trying to focus the higher density in the areas where it makes sense. People are attracted to vibrant 
commercial centers. 
Ms. Selden indicated that the housing affordability section of the plan provides the opportunity, per 
State requirements, for a range of income levels to live within the jurisdiction. This is created 
through zoning and the development codes. Metro doesn’t currently have specific production goals 
for how many units the City needs to create in the next five or ten years. There are certain 
requirements in Metro’s Title I that call for the City to provide those opportunities. It requires that 
comprehensive plans include plan policies, actions, and implementation measures that are aimed 
at increasing opportunities for households of all income levels to live within individual jurisdictions 
in affordable housing. The updates that were done to this chapter are aimed at that. There have 
been a lot of questions about what affordable housing is. The CAC uses the definition that was 
used by the affordable housing taskforce, which produced a report in 2005. That understanding is 
that generally housing is affordable when households need to spend no more than 30% of their 
gross income on housing costs. The focus was specifically on households that earn no more than 
80% of the regional median family income. Looking at the region of urban Clackamas County, the 
median family income is $73,000; 80% or less would be households earning about $58,000 or less. 
The housing needs analysis looked at how many households in the broader region and in the City 
were earning 80% or less, 50-80%, 30-50%, and below 30%. Approximately 30% of Lake Oswego 
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households but 45% of regional households earn less than 80% of median family income. What 
the State requires the City to look at is planning not just for the people who live in Lake Oswego 
today, but planning to ensure opportunities for regional households. 
Mr. Brennan indicated that preserving existing neighborhood character is a constant theme that 
the CAC looks at. “Affordable housing” is kind of a freighted term. He thinks most people think of 
affordable housing and conjure an image that is completely outdated. He also thinks the City has a 
good example of how well affordable housing can blend in with the recent example of Oakridge 
Estates. Because of a variety of political, social, market, and other factors, attempts at other 
affordable housing in Lake Oswego have been slow. There was a thirty year gap between 
Hollyfield Village and the completion of Oakridge Estates.  
The Comprehensive Plan and response to community-identified need for affordable housing for 
both the aging population and to accommodate younger families provides sensible affordable 
housing attainment goals and a five year metric to measure progress. Staff and CAC particularly 
looked at this because of the thirty year gap. In addition, the Plan provides for incentives for 
affordable housing alternatives to be placed near transit and commercial developments, fulfilling 
the goals of protecting existing residential neighborhoods. One of the goals in the Comprehensive 
Plan is for affordable housing percentages in any City planned urban renewal district. Since there’s 
a scarcity of buildable land in Lake Oswego for residential homes and a trend for seniors and 
young families toward smaller homes in walkable areas near transit, it makes complete sense that 
the City target urban renewal districts for affordable housing elements. It is critical that the City 
preserve the affordable housing it has with a no net loss policy. Affordable housing doesn’t always 
occur just in urban renewal districts. It also occurs within neighborhoods. This section of the 
Comprehensive Plan calls for other incentives to promote retrofitting and remodeling for affordable 
housing. 
Councilor Kehoe asked if there were specific incentives that had been discussed. 
Mr. Brennan indicated that specific incentives would be part of the action plan. The residential 
zoning policy was a hot topic the previous evening at the Planning Commission; the feeling from 
the Commissioners was that it was presenting the wrong message. The concept was to protect the 
neighborhood character; there was a great deal of concern about upzoning. The residential zoning 
policy needs to be clear that the integrity of the existing neighborhoods should be maintained. At 
the same time, an opportunity for increased mixed use needs to be created. He understands that 
the current zoning is unclear. From a developer’s perspective, it doesn’t provide certainty, so it 
increases the cost of a development. It creates discretion among staff; while some is necessary, a 
lot isn’t, and the discretion creates inconsistency and increases costs. What the Planning 
Commission intends to do is to go back and look at existing code language, with the goal of 
clarifying rather than changing it. It will go back through the CAC and then come to Council again. 
He assumes there will be more public comment, which will be welcome. 
Councilor Olson asked if he recalled what about the existing policy doesn’t provide certainty. 
Mr. Gaar indicated that what he understands from others is that there are alternative 
interpretations. Staff was reporting that there could be various interpretations as to the zoning and 
that in fact upzoning in existing neighborhoods could be done under the existing plan. The point 
would be to clarify that language, because that is not the intent. 
Ms. Selden indicated that for example, the section on medium and high density, which are 
grouped together, says that these areas may be designated in areas which are currently developed 
at medium and high density where there are public facilities and few development constraints and 
near arterials or major collectors and transit service, and particularly for high density residential 
areas in close proximity to commercial areas and/or employment concentrations. There was 
concern that the same criteria applied to the R-6 and R-5 zones as the R-0 zones, and that saying 
‘near’ and ‘in close proximity to’ was open for interpretation. It didn’t provide a lot of clarity in terms 
of where those were appropriate. Some interpretations of this policy are that there will be no 
changes in residential zoning. But there have been changes in residential zoning, and there has 
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been upzoning that has happened since these policies have been in effect. It currently provides the 
opportunity; the opportunity wasn’t intended to necessarily change, just to provide more clarity.  
Councilor Olson asked if the Planning Commission and/or CAC were looking at any of this in the 
context of existing neighborhood plans and the zoning overlays in those existing neighborhood 
plans. 
Ms. Selden indicated they were, and Goal 2 of the Comprehensive Plan, which will be updated 
next, deals with land use planning procedures and outlines additional criteria that someone would 
need to go through if they wanted to change zoning. One of those criteria is compliance with 
neighborhood plans. 
Mr. Gaar indicated there was a comment at last night’s meeting that the Plan needed to better 
reflect Goal 2. There has been a tension that it is being done in a different format than traditional 
planning; it is being done with vision statements and concept areas. There is validity in the idea 
that the City needs to make sure that the neighborhood character is respected.  
Ms. Selden indicated that the next scheduled time for City Council to review goals and policies is 
November 20. Assuming that the Planning Commission comes up with a revised recommendation 
on the zoning policy, it will be appropriate to bring that back to the City Council before November 
20. 
Councilor Moncrieff noted that in the existing Comprehensive Plan, Goal 10 says “maintain 
following residential designations;” Goal 2 says “maintain residential neighborhoods at existing 
zone except where…” and it lists various exceptions. The document as a whole will come back to 
the City Council and the Planning Commission. She appreciated what Planning was trying to do 
with policy A-1 in trying to break apart the existing medium and high density zones. R-6 and R-0 
need to be treated differently. The concern now is with low density zoning and how to reassure 
people that this Comprehensive Plan does not change the rigorous process necessary to apply for 
a zone change. The opportunity needs to be provided to apply for a zone change, but it must meet 
rigorous criteria, make sense, and benefit the community. It must be in compliance with existing 
neighborhood plans.  
Councilor Jordan indicated that when she looked at the maps she understood why the Planning 
Commission decided to look at it again. She wanted to know whether income level was derived 
from tax returns or some other source. She noted that there are a lot of people who don’t actually 
have a job any more; they are retired and drawing on a 401K or something else. 
Ms. Selden indicated the numbers were based on census data that was self-reported. 
Mayor Hoffman asked for clarification on the meaning of “preserving and protecting neighborhood 
character.” In the older neighborhoods, the ones that are developing the most, the character is not 
being preserved. This is true in Lake Grove, Douglas Circle, First Addition, and Foothills. The 
places where neighborhood character is being preserved are the more recent developments such 
as Palisades. The point is that you have the ability to develop to the setbacks, both side and in 
front. In consequence, a 10,000-12,000 square foot lot used to have a 2000 square foot home on 
it, but now has a 6000-7000 square foot home. Any change will be infill. He doesn’t know how to 
address this other than going back to the infill taskforce and having them take a look at whether it 
is appropriate to have that kind of increase in square footage in the same neighborhood.  
Councilor Olson indicated that she thought what was meant by that was that people don’t want 
zoning change to allow upzoning in single family neighborhoods, resulting in duplexes and 
triplexes. 
Mayor Hoffman noted that when people talk about not wanting to increase density, the City really 
is increasing density. The City is increasing the built environment. When there is an increase from 
2000 square foot homes to 5000 square foot homes, there is an increase in the built environment. 
A duplex might easily replace a 6000 square foot structure, have smaller total square footage, and 
it wouldn’t necessarily increase traffic.  
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Councilor Olson indicated she didn’t think it was about square footage, it was about the type of 
housing.  
Councilor Tierney indicated he thinks the Commission is on the right track to clarify language. 
The housing needs information is really important: the population is aging; there is a preference for 
smaller, lower maintenance homes, and a desire to live in places with walking, biking, and transit 
access to amenities. The ability to do a home business could be added. Enabling creative uses 
and methods of achieving this is what he will look for as the City moves forward. This is where the 
demographics are going, and tracking those will make the City successful. 
Councilor Jordan indicated that for her, “preserving neighborhood character” in neighborhood 
plans is more to do with setbacks, landscaping requirements, maintaining a certain charm. Even if 
the house gets larger, there is a certain amount of vegetation and privacy, and other things like that 
which the neighborhood tries to maintain. Housing may change, but the feel of the neighborhood 
doesn’t change all that much. In her neighborhood, some of the existing homes were built in the 
20s, and there are new homes. There is a single pathway along one side of the street, so there is 
still a very rural character to it.  
Councilor Olson referenced p. 32 of the packet, and the proposed policies. She asked about 
whether the Planning Commission approved Section 3 policies, A-D. 
Ms. Selden indicated that this is a summary of the changes to the Goals and Policies that were 
recommended coming out of the Planning Commission meeting.  
Councilor Olson referred to the bottom of p. 32, Policy B-3 calling for incentives for SDUs, and 
asked what kind of incentives were discussed.  
Ms. Selden indicated the incentives for SDUs would be an action item, and could be anything from 
changing the fee structure, to providing an easier permitting process, to providing additional tools 
to help people figure out what the design process is and how to fit the SDU into the neighborhood. 
Some communities that have increased SDUs have put together great community handbook tools 
that talk a lot about compatibility with adjacent property and the different ways to incorporate a unit, 
whether it is above a garage or in the lower level of a home.  
Commissioner Gaar indicated that when there is language such as ‘incentives’ in the 
Comprehensive Plan, the Commission doesn’t develop them until it has become an action item. 
Councilor Olson indicated that in Section C, she had questions about the new policies that call for 
the City to set goals and interim five year targets for the production of affordable housing units. It 
says in paragraph C1 that Metro suspended its Title 7 requirement for reporting on the production 
of affordable housing units and that this new policy of the City’s directs the City to be proactive in 
setting its own goals and tracking progress toward meeting community needs. She is concerned 
about the City being proactive and ending up with a situation like Sensitive Lands that the City is 
now stuck with. She cautions the City to be careful about doing things that aren’t required that 
aren’t necessarily supported by the community. In C-2, where it says the City should list the 
protected classes, she asked for clarification on what that means. 
Ms. Selden indicated that in the existing plan under Goal 10, there is a policy that addresses the 
groups that are covered under the Fair Housing Law. It was expanded to be more inclusive and 
reflect what’s in the City charter in terms of protected classes that are covered by City code. 
Council can receive that to see what it looks like. Currently the Plan says to allow special use 
housing for elderly, including frail elderly persons with medical disabilities, disabled families, and 
other special needs populations identified in the Clackamas County comprehensive housing 
affordability strategy in all zones in proportion to the local share of regional need. That is the policy 
that was updated and replaced by Policy C-2, which says, “Provide fair access to housing that 
does not restrict housing choice or the availability of housing choice because of race, color, 
religion, sex, disability, familial status, national origin, marital status, sexual orientation, gender 
identity, or source of income, in addition to any other protected statuses under state, federal, or 
local law.” 
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Councilor Olson referred to C3 and the new policy that calls for the City to use incentives to 
promote affordable housing in multifamily and mixed use zones. She assumed that specifics on the 
incentives were not yet developed.  
Ms. Selden indicated that there was some discussion about the specific incentives. The policy that 
went to the Planning Commission at their hearing included a list of “included incentives.” It 
prompted a discussion of whether listing some incentives but not others might be limiting.  
Councilor Olson noted the new policy that calls for the City and LORA to establish strategies and 
minimum target percentages for affordable housing as part of urban renewal plans. She expressed 
concern about putting things like that in the new Comprehensive Plan if 30% of the City’s 
households apparently meet the definition. She wonders if that means the City has affordable 
housing.  
Ms. Selden indicated that one factor is consideration of the fact that everyone who lives in Lake 
Oswego might not be living in housing that is affordable to them, meaning that they don’t have to 
pay more than 30% of their gross household income on housing. If there were additional more 
affordable housing opportunities, it might allow households who are paying for housing beyond 
their reach to be able to stay in the community but be able to live in a place that costs less. Another 
component is planning not just for Lake Oswego residents, which are what the State asks the City 
to look for, but planning for the needs of area residents. In the future, people will come and go from 
the City; the community should look at what those needs are. 
Councilor Olson asked how the City can know who is living beyond their means.  
Ms. Selden said that what the City is really doing is trying to provide opportunities for the 
community. There are people who work in Lake Oswego but have to make a long commute to get 
here, who might benefit from the opportunity to live closer to their work. Providing housing that is 
more affordable may allow more young people and young families to move here. As seniors age 
and face more restricted incomes, they may have less money for housing.  
Councilor Olson indicated she didn’t understand why the City would impose targets on itself to 
accomplish something it hasn’t measured. The City doesn’t know who is spending more than 30% 
of their income on housing. She does not believe that should be the City’s role. The City should 
provide the opportunity for the housing, but to have targets and goals that require incentives that 
could bankrupt the City is foolish. 
Councilor Moncrieff indicated that everything in the Comprehensive Plan came from the citizens 
of Lake Oswego and the Visioning Statement. The City also knows from having gone through the 
Oakridge public hearings that a number of citizens feel very passionately that the City needs to 
provide housing for citizens in all income ranges. The affordable taskforce report also indicated the 
same need. In the existing Comprehensive Plan, there are goals and policies that require the City 
to provide affordable housing. The reason why the CAC talked about setting strategies and 
minimum targets was that if there is a policy, progress should be made on it. In thirty years, the 
City really has not made any progress. Her expectation of incentives would be density bonuses or 
some sort of planning and building assistance.  
Mayor Hoffman It could get priority from the Building official or electrical inspector.  
Councilor Moncrieff indicated that the incentive doesn’t have to be financial. If there is a policy, it 
is a good thing to check back on it.  
Councilor Jordan indicated that she thinks Neighbors Helping Neighbors is a successful program 
because as the seniors are aging in place and their incomes may be shrinking, what they can 
maintain and take care of becomes less and less. That starts to take its toll and runs down the 
neighborhood. Some people are living in houses that are not safe because they can’t afford to do 
things they should do. The City is not creating targets to attract people from other places, but an 
ability to have affordable places for residents who want to stay. They can sell their traditional family 
home and move into a place that is more compatible with where they are in their life. That helps 
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turn over the original property they were in to a younger family, or it allows for something else to 
happen that is positive for the community. The City is looking for ways to allow people to move but 
still stay in Lake Oswego. 
Councilor Kehoe indicated he shared Councilor Olson’s concern about quotas or targets for 
things that aren’t required or mandated by Metro; they have a way of creating a life of their own. He 
referred to C5 where it says “New policy calling for no net loss of government assisted housing.” 
He wonders how the City would do that. It seems possible the City might prevent property with 
subsidized housing from being torn down. 
Ms. Selden indicated she had some information, although not immediately available, that would be 
helpful. Originally the policy did not specify government-assisted housing but simply required no 
net loss of affordable housing. The Planning Commission changed that policy to specify 
government assisted. The ability to apply that to any housing that happens to be affordable in the 
community would be a real challenge.  
Ms. Selden indicated there were a handful of Section 8 voucher holders in Lake Oswego, but not a 
lot any more. She would be happy to bring back more information on that. 
Councilor Olson indicated that on p. 9 of the packet (p. 5 of the report) the last sentence in the 
first paragraph at the top of the page says “needed housing also specifically includes government 
assisted housing, attached and detached single family housing, multiple family housing, and 
manufactured homes, whether occupied by owners or renters.” If the City is not changing zoning, 
she asked where and how the City would accommodate manufactured homes.  
Ms. Selden noted that manufactured homes are currently permitted by the existing building code. 
All of the housing types listed in the report are not excluded by existing development standards 
and zoning. It basically says opportunity needs to be included for these types in some zones in the 
City.  
Councilor Olson indicated she had not heard any citizens ask for interim five year targets and 
production goals. She is not sure what is driving this. After two years and almost a million dollars, 
and now a six month extension, the City is ending up with basically the current Comprehensive 
Plan with a few tweaks. It has gone through the whole cycle with the half mile radius with density 
on neighborhood collectors that the City now has to retract because of all the pushback. She 
wonders if the City is spinning its wheels. 
Commissioner Gaar indicated that a number of people are taking time off from their practices and 
do not believe it is spinning their wheels. He has spent a lot of time on it. It is important to him so 
that he can stay in the community, and is important to his kids if he can get them to come back to 
the community. There are a number of people on the CAC who feel the same way. A number of his 
friends in the community, law partners, and a number of businesspeople who help drive the City 
don’t think it is an unnecessary process. He realizes some may disagree. He believes it is a 
different Comprehensive Plan, and he is not a planner; it is new to him. The process and the 
Comprehensive Plan have changed. The existing Comprehensive Plan and the way the City 
applies and moves through the process of building are unclear. A lot of people are trying to get 
more certainty in the new Comprehensive Plan policies, such as creating vibrancy and mixed use 
along the corridors, and the opportunity there to building owners in those corridors. He believes the 
new Comprehensive Plan creates a vision that is definitely better than the current Comprehensive 
Plan. 
Councilor Olson asked who was asking for affordable housing targets. 
Commissioner Gaar indicated he wasn’t sure who was asking for the targets, and would need to 
go back to his notes. 
Ms. Selden indicated that as has been mentioned, if the City is to have a goal of increasing 
affordable housing, a simple step is to set some goals and targets. The City is not providing 
affordable housing, but doing things like partnering and working to help nonprofit community 
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developers find the opportunity, or talking to the County to make sure they increase the availability 
of places where Section 8 voucher holders could live. It could be developing more affordable 
SDUs. A lot of the implementation is in the details, but if the City is going to have the goal, she 
believes it should establish strategies to achieve the goal by working with community partners. The 
existing Comprehensive Plan talks about working with Clackamas County; there is a policy in the 
update that talks about working with nonprofits and other jurisdictions.  
Councilor Tierney indicated that the City has a Clean Streams plan that he opposed, and one of 
the main reasons he opposed it is that it doesn’t have targets or goals; the accomplishments can’t 
be measured. He doesn’t think targets should be used as a lightning rod when the fundamental 
issue is whether the City wants to support affordable housing in the community. He is driven again 
by the page that says Housing Needs. The City is a growing, aging population. The City needs to 
consider that, and it will drive some housing and an increasing need for housing that meets the 
definitions the City is using, which are very liberal definitions for affordable housing. He sees that in 
large part the City will be taking care of people like himself in ten to fifteen years. It is troublesome 
to hear the City supports SDUs and there have only been two in five years. He believes targets are 
appropriate in a Comprehensive Plan. 
Mayor Hoffman indicated he agrees with Councilor Olson about not doing anything not required 
by Metro that is not supported by the community. If it is not supported by the community, the City 
shouldn’t be doing it. If there is community support for affordable housing and the City being 
proactive, then he thinks the City should do it. Basically he trusts the Council liaison and the CAC 
members, whatever new policy it is; they need to be comfortable coming to Council and saying that 
the community supports something. There are different factions within the community, and some 
speak more loudly than others.  
Mr. Brennan indicated that he thinks the concept of affordable housing in Lake Oswego has been 
an iterative process from the last Comprehensive Plan in 1994. In 2005, the affordable housing 
taskforce was formed in response to a need for affordable housing within the City. He believes that 
is good evidence that whatever was in the Comprehensive Plan to promote affordable housing was 
not promoting affordable housing. Citizens got together to find ways to do that. The CAC has heard 
that many, many times. He indicated he’s sure he hears it more because he’s on the 50+ Advisory 
Board. 
Councilor Jordan indicated she didn’t see the policy as being something that would preclude 
selling affordable housing or changing the use of it. It should be more a matter of keeping track of 
how much affordable housing there is in the City and trying to make up the difference and keep the 
same number, not on the property owner. She would like to see that section of the Comprehensive 
Plan fleshed out, because she doesn’t want to allow for any interpretation that would limit individual 
property owners.  
Councilor Tierney indicated he thought there was an inconsistency between the statement about 
the net government and the targets. Both are not needed. Individuals should not be constrained, 
and it should be handled with a target.  
Mayor Hoffman indicated that the irony is that 98% of all housing in Lake Oswego is government 
assisted through the mortgage interest deduction.  
Councilor Olson referred to the half mile issue around key transit routes and neighborhood 
collectors. She understands this issue will be revisited, but wondered where the half mile came 
from, and why it is half a mile instead of a quarter mile.  
Commissioner Gaar indicated the same questions came up on the Planning Commission. When it 
comes back to Council, that question will have a clear answer.  
Ms. Selden indicated that when half a mile is used, that indicates the walking distance within a 
twenty minute walk.  
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Mayor Hoffman recessed the meeting at 8:35 p.m. for a break, and reconvened the meeting at 
8:45 p.m.   
The upcoming calendar was discussed.  
5. EXECUTIVE SESSION 
The Council convened in Executive Session at 8:48 p.m. under the authority of ORS 192.660(2)(e) 
“to conduct deliberations with persons designated by the City Council to negotiate real property 
transactions.” 
6. RETURN TO OPEN SESSION 
The Council reconvened in open session at 9:00 p.m. 
7. ADJOURNMENT 
Mayor Hoffman adjourned the meeting at 9:00 p.m. 

 Respectfully submitted, 
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